Temporary insanity plea asked for accused 'GIs'

WASHINGTON (AP) — Congressman who have reported there was a meeting of the charged American soldiers accused of killing two civilians in Vietnam have asked for the accused men to be tried by military court. Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., and Sen. Hubert H. Harrison, D-Iowa, joined two students and the president of the University of Michigan in presenting a petition that campus protests will not continue until war in Vietnam is ended.

Hubert Harrison’s speech was delivered at the Michigan State University campus on Thursday, July 10, 1970.

Stevens gets support of MSU black faculty

The Black Faculty Committee has issued a statement supporting the University Brotherhood of Michigan State University, known as MSU, in its efforts to strike against the Vietnam war. The committee was formed in 1969 to support the students in the anti-war movement.

The statement reads, in part, "The Black Faculty Committee is proud to join with the students in their fight against the war in Vietnam. We support their struggle for freedom and justice, and we will do all in our power to help them in their efforts."
What's the giant food surplus of this year's party season?

LIEBERMANN'S
Tiny ... but terrific

BRAUN MIDGET

BRAU MIDGET

BRIDGETON, New Jersey (AP) — Vietnam veteran Hoffman, who said he witnessed the assassination of President Kennedy, has opened a Vietnam-themed restaurant in Atlantic City, New Jersey.

The one-year sentence for his role in the 1968 assassination of Martin Luther King Jr. was upheld by the state appeals court.

Hoffman, a 70-year-old Vietnam veteran, had been convicted in 1968 of conspiracy to commit murder in the death of King in Memphis, Tennessee.

A state appeals court on Tuesday overturned the conviction, saying the evidence was insufficient to support a finding of guilt.

Hoffman, who was serving a life sentence for the murder of three people in the civil rights movement, had already been released on parole.

He was one of several people charged in the 1963 slaying of three civil rights workers in Mississippi.

The other defendants were acquitted, and Hoffman was the only one to be convicted.

Hoffman claimed he was a member of the New York-based Black Panther Party and had been involved in the assassination.

He was released from prison in 2001 and has lived in a halfway house since then.

The restaurant, called Vietnam Veterans' House of Refuge, is located in a former hotel in Atlantic City.

It is open to the public and serves a menu of Vietnamese food.

Hoffman said he wanted to use the restaurant as a way to raise awareness about the Vietnam War and its impact.

He said he also wanted to use the restaurant as a way to support veterans.

Hoffman, who served in the Vietnam War, said he hoped to use the restaurant to provide a space for veterans to gather and share stories.

He said he also wanted to use the restaurant to provide a space for veterans to learn more about the Vietnam War.

Hoffman said he had been working on the restaurant for several years and had raised about $50,000 to get it started.

He said he hoped to open the restaurant in late December.

The restaurant is open daily from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Hoffman said he hoped to see veterans come in and enjoy the food and the environment.

He said he was excited to see the反应

He said he had received support from a number of people, including members of the Vietnam Veterans of America and other veterans organizations.

He said he was also excited to see the reaction from people who were not veterans.

He said he was hopeful that the restaurant would be a success and that it would help raise awareness about the Vietnam War.
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He said he also wanted to use the restaurant to provide a space for veterans to share stories.

He said he was excited to see the response from veterans.
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Hoffman said he hoped to use the restaurant to provide a space for veterans to learn more about the Vietnam War.

He said he also wanted to use the restaurant to provide a space for veterans to share stories.

He said he was excited to see the response from veterans.

He said he had received support from a number of people, including members of the Vietnam Veterans of America and other veterans organizations.

He said he was also excited to see the reaction from people who were not veterans.

He said he was hopeful that the restaurant would be a success and that it would help raise awareness about the Vietnam War.
Legal Women's Association. Its members are a part of the Metropolitan Women's Association, a group of women from various organizations who work to improve the lives of women and children in the city.

Legal Women's Association members have been active in legislative and community affairs, supporting causes such as equal pay for equal work, women's rights, and child welfare. They have also participated in various city-wide events and fundraising activities to raise awareness and funds for these causes.

Legal Women's Association is dedicated to promoting the rights and well-being of women and children, and continues to be an active force in the community, working towards a more just and equitable society.

Legal Women's Association members are encouraged to get involved in the organization and participate in their activities to make a positive impact in the lives of women and children in the city.
The strip of Grand River Avenue from Bagley Street to Hagadorn Road has been variously described as the "murderous mile" of Lansing's "strip" and "area." Regardless of the euphemism applied, this five-square-mile area remains one of the least glorious aspects of metropolitan Michigan.

It almost seems that the city fathers in areas like this are intent on the student in mind, i.e., get as many as you can. After suffering the indignity of standing in the rain or snow for a few minutes as day motorists go by flashing by, the hapless pedestrian is left with the choice of taking his life in his hands in a mad plunge for the other side, or waiting another hour until the traffic clears. There are no traffic signals, no sidewalks or crossing lights provided. These things are nonsensical when you have vehicles that are not exempt from the traffic regulations on Grand River. For example, is caused by the daily influx of traffic from and into Lansing. This flow could be rerouted from Bagley to Waverly, thereby direct ing it away from the highly populated central area. And while the Bagley to Waverly stretch of road would remain open, the fact that Grand River would no longer be a thoroughfare to serve the traffic flow on the "mammoth" mile, is more than adequate and safe trickles.

Further, the road would probably enhance, rather than detract from the business of concerns opposite the campus on Grand River. Many of most of our customers come on the campus that is more business doing business with these three business concerns, and that is the way more adequate than the student concerns.

The Lansing City Council gave the traffic plan serious consideration. In clear, plain, something might be done; done before the city already overstressed Grand River route will go; we will become worse in the number of vehicles in this area increase.

One of the main problems for the planners with the car traffic is the lack of adequate parking on campus. At any time during the day, traffic congestion would be material if adequate parking space is not provided. In this situation, traffic congestion could be material if adequate parking space is not provided. In this situation, traffic congestion could be material if adequate parking space is not provided.

The Lansing city fathers did something to correct this dangerous situation. The greatest suggestion to date is the proposed creation of a pedestrian mall on the part of Grand River Avenue between Abbott Road and Bogae.

The positive aspect of this scheme is many. Traffic on Grand River, for example, is caused by the daily influx of traffic from and into Lansing. This flow could be rerouted from Bagley to Waverly, thereby directing it away from the highly populated central area. And while the Bagley to Waverly stretch of road would remain open, the fact that Grand River would no longer be a thoroughfare to serve the traffic flow on the "mammoth" mile, is more than adequate and safe trickles.

Further, the road would probably enhance, rather than detract from the business of concerns opposite the campus on Grand River. Many of most of our customers come on the campus that is more business doing business with these three business concerns, and that is the way more adequate than the student concerns.

The Lansing City Council gave the traffic plan serious consideration. In clear, plain, something might be done; done before the city already overstressed Grand River route will go; we will become worse in the number of vehicles in this area increase.

The mayor and City Council of East Lansing have made a decision to begin the project. This decision was made after a long series of meetings and negotiations. The mayor and City Council of East Lansing have made a decision to begin the project. This decision was made after a long series of meetings and negotiations.

In the wake of the murder and violence provoked by the time of the Grand Trunk, Lansing is trying to limit the number of students in the traffic area. This is not the first time Lansing has made an attempt to reduce the number of students in the traffic area. This is not the first time Lansing has made an attempt to reduce the number of students in the traffic area.

In the wake of the murder and violence provoked by the time of the Grand Trunk, Lansing is trying to limit the number of students in the traffic area. This is not the first time Lansing has made an attempt to reduce the number of students in the traffic area. This is not the first time Lansing has made an attempt to reduce the number of students in the traffic area.
Observatory ready for use

The new $640,000 observatory is now ready for operation, Albert F. Lowend, chairman of the Astronomy Dept., has announced.

The observatory, located two miles north of the campus at Forest and College Roads, has a 24-inch reflecting telescope. The $430,000 instrument is housed in a steel and concrete building 50 feet in diameter and 15 feet high.

Dr. Lowend explained that light movements of the building from the wind will be reflected by the telescope so that it will be in constant motion. To the building was a giant reflector around the telescope which will be used to catch the light from the telescope which will be used to catch the light.

Lowend said that he is looking forward to the use of the telescope in observations of galactic barred stars. The new telescope is being used in the process of work on the Michigan Observatory.

Highland Park

Disturbances subside

ATLANTA, Ga. (AP) — The shooting of two congressional aides Wednesday has boosted the Nixon administration's determination to put an end to the violence that has blighted the political process.
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Justice Dept. labels groups 'Communist'

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Justice Dept. put the far-left radical organizations back in business, Tuesday, by designating them as Communist enterprises.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Minority groups are rising out of the political ashes, but one - most of their leaders - are still in prison.

FIGURES SHOW MINORITIES GAINING IN BATTLE ON POVERTY

WASHINGTON (AP) - Minority groups are rising out of the political ashes, but one - most of their leaders - are still in prison.

The last decade has seen a dramatic decline in the number of minority voices, according to the Department of Housing and Urban Development.

The report, which examined the 1970s and 1980s, found that the number of African-American, Hispanic and Native American communities declined significantly.

The report also noted a decline in the number of women-owned businesses, and a drop in the number of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender-owned businesses.

HOT TUNA

By RAY BALDWIN

"Hot Tuna," the first album released by昂代和雅, is a fantastic collection of innovative and cross-cultural sounds.

The duo, made up of昂代和雅 and his wife, have collaborated on a two-disc release, featuring jazz, funk and rock influences.

"Hot Tuna" is a fusion of different musical styles, including traditional Hawaiian music, rock and roll, and jazz.

The album features guest appearances by some of the most influential Hawaiian musicians, including "Banan Flower" and "Lilac Tree."
Detroit's "Hair" brilliant, bursting with life

Martin Luther King film to be exhibited this fall

Wharton cites 'U' farming role

PERSEPOLIS REPORT
Festival in final day

An expert on Persepolis, the Oscar-winning director of the Persian Empire, will present a feature-length film at the Detroit Film Theatre and, beginning at 7:30 p.m., the film series will be shown. There will be a similar film show at the Ford Theatre.

Critics ask $10 billion for TV cut

Theater Ticket:

PERSEPOLIS WAS A CULTURAL CENTER FOR 2,000 YEARS. THE CITY HAD A POPULATION OF 50,000 AT THE PEAK OF ITS GROWTH.

CLOSUCY WATCHED TRANSIT

...and a case of..."Hair"

Clay Schickel, a film critic for The New York Times, will be the guest of honor at the annual screening of "Hair" at the Civic Theatre. The event will also feature a discussion on the film's impact on society.

The event will be held on Friday, June 25, and is expected to attract a large audience.

More details will be announced soon.

Save $10 with This Coupon

Clip This Coupon to Good-Bye Lansing Kroger Store

TOMORROW...BEST IN FOREIGN FILMS!

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER "BEST FOREIGN FILM"

TODAY: "PANAMA CANAL" (Chronicle of Peace and Prosperity)
"PANAMA CANAL" is a film that explores the history and significance of the Panama Canal.

EPCRTO-NOPRINT YEAR FREAK AND GREETING'S "YOU'RE WELCOME"

.parentElement { overflow-x: hidden !important; width: 100% !important; }
Campaign seeks to quell nationwide VD epidemic — NEW YORK (AP) — A new campaign against venereal disease — now a nationwide epidemic — was announced Wednesday for New York City. The campaign is being launched in small groups in the area, according to the director, Dr. V. J. C. Van Gruen. The campaign is being sponsored by the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, and the director of the new campaign, Dr. V. J. C. Van Gruen, is also responsible for the telegraph campaign launched in the past for the eradication of polio, the director said.

"Let's come up close and talk this out, that it's ought to be the talk," said Dr. W. A. L. C. Van Gruen. The New York City Department of Health is collaborating with the Foundation in the program.

The "Institution," VCU, the director said, is a nationwide disease causing an epidemic in all states of the nation. It is feared that many people who have not had venereal disease will be infected by it.

Levin proposes reforms to restructure city funding

The Detroit Daily News and the Detroit Free Press, in a joint report, said Wednesday that the city of Detroit is about to make many changes in its spending practices. The report said the city is about to adopt a new budget that will cut property tax rates in the city by about 25 percent.

The city's budget for the fiscal year ending June 30 is expected to run at a deficit of about $5 million. The city's revenue for the fiscal year ending June 30 is expected to be $58 million.

The city's budget for the fiscal year ending June 30 is expected to run at a deficit of about $5 million. The city's revenue for the fiscal year ending June 30 is expected to be $58 million.

CRITICAL OF STANDS

Huber blasts Lenore

Leoni Romney, his opponent for the Republican nomination for the U.S. Senate, is being criticized by the Republican Party as a "fake" candidate.

"Leoni Romney is a fake candidate," said Huber, a retired generals, "he is nothing more than a political careerist."

"Romney is a fake candidate," said Huber, a retired generals, "he is nothing more than a political careerist."

Through Aug. 16

Show at Abrams examines UFOs

UFOs, unidentified flying objects, are a topic of ongoing interest and debate. A program at the Abrams Planetarium will attempt to identify UFOs and the evidence that supports their existence. The program will be held on Saturday, August 16, at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $10 for adults, $5 for students, and free for children under 12.

The program will feature a panel of experts, including a UFO researcher and a physicist, who will discuss the evidence supporting UFOs and their potential impact on society.

ATTENTION CAR OWNERS

Where can you get the highest rate of return on any type of bank savings?

In East Lansing, 7112 S. Meridian, 24th and campus.

In Lansing, 3700 S. Logan 4510 W. Saginaw 3012 Northwest Blvd. (Highway 49).

AT CL & F OF COURSE!

American Bank

1800 S. Michigan Ave.

No other bank offers higher rates of interest on any type of savings account or certificate of deposit, A.B.F. T is the name to know -- no question about it.

No other bank offers higher rates of interest on any type of savings account or certificate of deposit, A.B.F. T is the name to know -- no question about it.

Am-Sporthaus

Sporhaus Lansing

2320 S. Michigan

Everyday's a swan

Fred Howard, 18, of the Royal Danish Ballet, instructs ballet students from all over the country at the 194th annual Concerto Salute Conference and Seminar being held on campus through Friday. More than 300 ballet students and teachers will receive training during the seminar.

State News photo by Terry Lee
SPORTS

27 ROOKIES REPORT

Worried Schmidt opens camp

BLOOMFIELD HILLS, Mich. — A worried Hand Coach Joe Schmidt greeted 37 rookies Sunday morning, opened their camp meeting.

"I don't feel the need to start being nervous before long," Schmidt said, opening a camp without the normal pre-season fanfare. "The second time in six years at the National Football League's largest facility, I'm going to have to show the rookies what we're going to do."

White House claims Nixon 'right on time'

WASHINGTON (AP) — The White House is used to denying news stories but Monday's denial went with the bonus. According to rumors on the White House hotline, President Nixon's birthday will be celebrated on July 19, the day after the President's actual birthday.

IM News

Detroit's Wilson

DETROIT (UPI) — The Detroit Tigers Wednesday night-righthanded pitcher Early Wilson in an historic meeting in the National League.

The Lions' first exhibition game is with the Super Bowl champions, who are in Detroit for the first time since 1966 to play a seven-game season.

"They're the ones who dominated the college game," Schmidt said. "It's tough to know how things will work out."

San Diego buys Detroit's Wilson

Noted for his striking dress, Wilson collected 144 batters in his career, three below the major league record for a pitcher.

The culprit in hand

A Cleveland policeman took a firm hold on Marguerite Roberts and along with five other policemen wrestled the excited dozen off the field in Tuesday night's all - the game after the report and the field the first time. The National League went as far as the 5-4 or 12 average for their eighth straight win over the American League. AP Wirephoto

Former Spartan pitcher

Former MSU pitcher Rich Ziegler continued his first stay with the Detroit Tigers as the first baseman in the National League's opening day game.

"It's not the same as the National League's opening day game, but it's a whole lot better than the one I played in high school."

The Neighborhood Sale

Attention M.S.U. Students

This Ad Worth $1.00 To You

ON THE PURCHASE OF ANY

PIPEC AND OVER

THIS OFFER VALID TO M.S.U. STUDENTS ONLY

MAC'S

July White Sale

MAC'S

Open 7 a.m.

11 a'clock

3 More Big Days To Save!

Elegant Wiggery

The Sidewalk Sale continues thru Saturday at

Midacrylic Wigs

$12.00

100% Human Hair Wigs

$17.00

OPEN FRIDAY NITE TILL 8 P.M.

Virtual July White Sale

Our Own Triple Check Bed Sheets

100% Cotton

$2.00

FOR 2.57 EACH

Our Own Triple Check Blankets

100% Cotton

$2.57

FOR 3.57 EACH

Save on Super Values in Bedding

Buy 2 and Save More

$2.50

FOR 3.57 EACH

Buy 2 and Save More

$2.40

FOR 3.57 EACH

Firestone

Reg. 196, Bath Towel

92c

$2.50

$2.40

$2.40

100% Fine Cotton Pillow Cases

$2.99

$2.99

$2.99

ORDERD LOOK COIL & PRINT

Reg. 129, Pillow Case

$2.50

$2.50

QUALIFIED SIZE COIL & PRINT

Reg. 127, LUNCH GEAR

$2.50

$2.50

OUR OWN TRULY VINTAGE

Reg. 38, RUG YARN

$2.50

$2.50

SOLID AND PRINT FABRICS

Reg. 92, YD. FABRIC

$2.50

$2.50

20% off, Holiday Fabric

$2.50

$2.50

Battery Barton

Red 30c.

SOLID 30c.

2 Yd. 1$1

REG. 177, LUNCH GEAR

$2.50

$2.50

OUR OWN TRULY VINTAGE

Reg. 92, RUG YARN

$2.50

$2.50

SOLD B & PRINTS, 65c. WIDE

Reg. 92, YD. FABRIC

$2.50

$2.50

2 Yd. 1$1

SOLD B & PRINTS, 65c. WIDE

Reg. 92, YD. FABRIC

$2.50

$2.50

REG. 2.99 SHAG RUGS

Buy 2 SAVE 1.99

70% IRISH

49c

48c

$2.49

48c

48c

$2.49

49c

49c

$2.49
Tell the whole town about your garage sale by advertising it with a Want Ad.

**Automotive**

- **Toyota Corolla**
  - See what 73 hp can do for a small economy car.
  - Come in and check the shape... the statistics...
  - 4 WHEELS of Lansing Inc.
    - 2200 S. Cedar

**Prescriptions**

- Filled promptly and dependably at
  - Gulliver's
    - 1015 E. GRAND RIVER (at E. St.)

**Aviation**

- FRANKLY SPEAKING by Phil Frank
- **WHEEL CENTER**
  - E.T. INTERNATIONAL DURACHROME - ROCKET CARRIER H.T. - HOLLYWOOD
  - ALL SIZES
    - 14 x 15.5 - 16 x 8.5
    - 14 x 17.5 - 17.5 x 10

**For Rent**

- BARR ROOMS
  - 351-3172
  - 630 M.S.U. Avenue
  - $150.00 per month. Dues and electricity paid.
  - MOTOR HOME
    - Dependable, 1969, 35' diesel, sleeps 9, 11,000 mi. $8250.00. 353-2181.

**For Sale**

- Auto Service & Parts
  - MASON BODY SHOP
    - 522 East Waverly Road
    - 351-5400

**Men Needed for Psychological Research**

- Earn $2.00 for one hour's participation.

Call 353-8675 for an appointment. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

**Crossword Puzzle**

- The family Arm's challenge is that you need to tie the knot. Can you solve it?"
Speaker cites Cambodia as 'brutal' U.S. precedent

Joyce spoke to about 100 people in the auditorium at the University of Arkansas.

"The United States was incapable of understanding the political circumstances in Cambodia," Joyce said. "The Vietnamese were not only a military force, they were a political force.

Citing alleged contradictions in the government's claims about the Cambodian campaign, Joyce said that the U.S. military could only have been 'delusional' if they claimed that they never engaged in the war.

"The level of brutality is something that is not seen in the United States," Joyce said. "The Vietnamese have been fighting this war for many years, and they are not only fighting for land, but for their way of life.

Although the entire country of Cambodia was destroyed by the campaign, according to Joyce, the Vietnamese were able to maintain their internal peace and their movement for their military victories.

"In a country that was destroyed by war, they were able to maintain their internal peace and their movement for their military victories."

"They have a strong will, and they are not easily intimidated."

"The Vietnamese are not just fighting for land, but for their way of life."

"They are fighting for their survival, and they are not going to give up easily."

"They have a strong will, and they are not easily intimidated."

"They are fighting for their survival, and they are not going to give up easily."

Bill gives Alaskans record land payment

WASHINGTON (AP) — A bill setting for the largest land claim payments in the nation's history, $19.3 million to Alaska Natives, was signed into law Thursday.

The bill would provide additional land claims settlements for Alaska Natives who are members of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

Congressional appropriations totaling $855 million is due to land claim settlements for Alaska Natives.

"There is no other state in the country that has been paid so much money by the federal government."

"This is a historic moment for Alaska Natives, and it is a great day for all Americans."
MSU scientists study fish using cyclotron, computer

A group of MSU physicists are using their cyclotron and computer facilities to explore the nature of nuclear decay.

"We're trying to find more reliable and accurate methods of analyzing traces of heavy elements in biological compounds," William H. Kelly, professor of physics, said in an interview. "Kelly, along with Ray Warner, also of the Physics Department, and William McFarren, associate professor of physics, have been investigating the "activation analysis with charged particles" technique.

A specimen of fish is placed in a stream of charged, helium particles from the cyclotron. Mercury atoms contained in the fish sample are "activated" or changed by the particles into radioactive isotopes of helium or lead. The decay occurs when the atoms return to their original state of being non-radioactive.

This technique, according to Kelly, is more precise than the gamma-ray techniques normally used for activation analysis. Kelly said that the new technique can detect the presence of various trace elements, such as hydrogen, iron, calcium, and potassium, in fish samples.

"We're just at the very beginning of our studies," Kelly said, "but the results obtained so far are quite promising."

Two other analysis processes using the cyclotron are being done. One is elastic scattering and decay fluorescence. In elastic scattering, particles accelerated by the cyclotron are fired into the sample to be tested and when they strike atoms in the specimen. The energy of the particles as they hit the specimen is known, and their energy after they have been slowed down by the atoms is measured. From this, the energy of the particles after the collision can be determined. The results can be used to determine the energy levels of various parts of the particles.

The second process being investigated is electromagnetic and decay fluorescence. In this technique, a beam of gamma rays is fired into the sample, and the energy of the gamma rays is measured. The results can be used to determine the energy levels of various parts of the particles.

Kelly said that these techniques are particularly useful for studying the effects of accidents on fish. For example, Kelly said that the techniques could be used to determine the levels of radioactive substances in fish caught in a particular area following a nuclear accident.

Kelly also said that the techniques could be used to study the effects of environmental factors on fish. For example, Kelly said that the techniques could be used to determine the levels of poisonous substances in fish caught in polluted areas.

Other data compiled from the cyclotron and computer facilities is expected to be used in studies on the effects of nuclear decay on fish and other marine organisms.